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USB MIDI & AUDIO CONTROLLER

Bundle software : Virtual

Everything you need to DJ with Typhoon + Virtual DJ!
INTRODUCTION

Typhoon is an all-in-one bundle of digital DJ hardware and software, offering total
control to mix, scratch, and play music as a DJ would right at your fingertips.
The included software transforms your computer into a full-blown DJ system.
Whether for the beginner or seasoned pros alike, plug typhoon into your computer
and you become a DJ.
FEATURES
> Bundled with Virtual DJ LE for Vestax
> Simple USB plug & play
> High resolution touch sensitive JOG wheel for scratching
> Travel friendly compact & light weight design
> Compatible with MAC & WINDOWS OS
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FUNCTIONS
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It looks just like the Typhoon!
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Typhoon functions

Virtual DJ functions

1.EQ
EQ faders boost & cut HI, MID and LOW frequencies
of the playing song.

LOOP
Start loops whenever you want with a single push and
change the length as it plays.

2.TOUCH SENSOR JOG WHEEL

EFFECTS
5 preset effects with adjustable parameters to add a spice
to your mix!

Touch sensor jog wheel platters operate with high
resolution, enabling you to mix and scratch songs with
the same feel as vinyl.

3.SYNC
This magic button instantly synchronizes the tempo of
each deck and gives you a speedy start when mixing.
4.CUE/CUP
Instant CUE point setting and start play from CUE
point function.
5.TEMPO
Precise tempo adjustment for fine mixing.
6.PLAY / PAUSE
Start and stops the song in the mix.
7.FILTER
Turns the JOG wheel into a filter effect controller.

REC
Record your own mix with the simple recording function.
VIDEO
Mix and play your favorite video clips with songs!

What's Virtual DJ?

Virtual DJ is an audio/video mixing software developed by
Atomix Productions Inc. It is used by Mobile/Club DJs and
by millions of users in the world. The version bundled with
Typhoon has been tailor made for intuitive mixing.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A) Windows

B) Macintosh

OS : Windows 7 32bit&64bit is supported
Vista SP1 or higher 32bit&64bit is supported
XP SP2 or higher
32bit is supported
64bit is not supported
CPU : Intel Core Duo 1.4GHz or higher
RAM : 1GB or higher
CD-ROM Drive
Available USB port

OS : Mac OS X10.5 or higher
CPU : Intel Core Duo 1.66GHz or higher
RAM : 1GB or higher
CD-ROM Drive
Available USB port

*Support for Bundled software only.
*Intel Celeron, Centrino, ATOM, AMD and Sempron is not supported.
*The requirements above do not guarantee operation with all
computers and devices.
*Intel Core i series chipsets are currently not supported

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions : 354(W) x 240(D) x 35(H)mm ) (knobs not included)
354(W) x 240(D) x 45(H)mm (including knobs height)
Weight : 1.5kg
Power Voltage : 5V 500mA
Power : USB bus power or Power Adaptor SDC-7 (not included)

Typhoon Bundles ;
・Virtual DJ Software Vestax version
・Driver CD-ROM
・USB cable

*Functions, designs and system requirements are subject to change without notice.

